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- Download CS6 Comentado de Laurence63 : As you may know, I'm a part-time member of the Xbox 360 forums, and I often stumble upon a few Xbox 360 codes. Well today was no different. With help from the forum I found out that the Xbox 360 Support community has the same privilieges as MSDN. This means I can post the questions, answers, and also answer the questions of others. Anyway,
here's the code: XBOX360_ANSWERXPSP8 In this little project you have to answer questions, and have the answers for each question correct. I made a small video demo as well: LINK Now, this is a very simple program, and I would reccomend you download CS6, and give it a try. If you find bugs or have any suggestions, please report them to me at shelleysturm@hotmail.com. And I hope you all
enjoy! Comentado de Epimetheus : Who knows, I might actually be a part-time MSDN beta tester! I made a small video demo of this program, it may not be perfect but i think you get the idea. Again, if you find any bugs, please report them to me. It would be a great help. Thanks! Whoa, just found a bug: there's an answer that should not be there. Comentado de AnnoDiM : How did I get the bounty?
I just entered my e-mail address and accepted the code as soon as I got it. No answer was attached. Comentado de sven : I can confirm that this is not a bug, it is by design. CS6 has a new feature called "CC-Yes/No", which allows you to "press 1" to accept a license agreement, and "press any other key" to start the program. This means you can have the key start the program while the license agreement
is shown, even if the key is not pressed. You can change the "Any other key" to another key, which makes it a nice feature for those with media keys (e.g. XBox 360). The same feature will be available on Windows, as far as I know, and I assume that we will see the 82157476af
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